We Pride Ourselves on Performance

To deliver on-time every time, we’ve developed some very specific routines.

Our B-737 turnarounds for example, are broken into 18 exact procedures.

Each one designed to compliment the other, resulting in a safe, efficient flow of activity.

Personnel are selected, not just hired. They’re proud of the job they do and it shows.

Time gained on late arrivals exceeds 3000 minutes per year.

Converted to block time, that’s fifty (50) hours of aircraft utilization.

Light oilfield hauling and charter loading enhance delivery times to the field

At the end of the Dempster Highway, your shipments have just crossed some of the most challenging road in Canada.

When a cargo jet shoots an ILS approach at the Inuvik International Airport, your freight is just hours old.
Why let it stop in a warehouse?

Because it happens time and again unless you use an expediter. And it makes even more sense to use one that specializes in just that – expediting.

We’re not Dempster highway truckers or mainline air carriers.

Instead we’re parked neatly in the middle.

Ready to move in any direction, around the clock.

So, if its truck freight that needs loading on an air charter, or air freight that needs trucking to the field, we can deliver, all year long.

We carry five types of insurance and hold six categories of operating authority.

Our vans are completely insulated and heated, with power tailgates that work.

All units are equipped with VHF radios linked to the warehouse and office dispatch.

Above all, we really look after the details.

Because we care a lot about our company...and yours

Courier services round out the product lines

Once again time-sensitive movement of freight and mail become important.

We provide over 800 scheduled trips per year for Canada Post, connecting C.P.C. dispatches with scheduled carriers at the airport.
Loomis Courier rely on over 400 pick-ups and deliveries per year, performed every day, quietly and efficiently.

If you’re on the move in Canada’s last frontier, we’d like to help.
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*Basic, Solid, Service*